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Type Grading Description

Est $A

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Decimal Issues
220

**

A

About eighty complete sheets of 100 of small format values to 10c including several QEII 4c with Plate Numbers,
album including Navigators Plate Number blocks of 10 of 75c x4 & $1 x4, other blocks of 75c $1 & $4 with Recuts
etc, 1960s-70s cross-pane blocks from 200-up printings, 1973 Christmas Plate Number blocks, Paintings range
including $10 strips of 3 & 4, 1971 Christmas Cream Paper block of 25 and White Paper block of 25 & sheet of 100
(folded), large album of AAT blocks, etc, unmounted. (1000s)

1,200

221

**B

A

1980s-2000s array including sheetlets, peel & stick and booklets with lots of thematic interest, face value US$800+.
Yes, it's actually an American lot! (100s)

400

234

**

A

1981-89 Year Books complete, stamps in place.

600

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA - Postal History
318

C/CL

A/B

1972-73 inwards penpal correspondence including from Kuwait, Zaire, Cuba, British Honduras, Belize, Bermuda,
Cyprus, Costa Rica, Singapore, Trinidad & Tobago, Russia, Malta, New Caledonia, East Germany etc. [NB: these
covers are actually to Papua New Guinea](70)

100

REST OF THE WORLD - GENERAL and MISCELLANEOUS LOTS

830

**

842

855

Ex Lot 830

Modern European collection with virtually complete Spain 1951-62 issues, Spanish Andorra 1963-97 (no 1972
Europa), Lithuania 1991-2008, Slovenia 1991-2004 & Germany 2000-2011, also Luxemburg Europa 1956 & 1957
sets, apparently all unmounted, STC £5200+. Thematics galore including loads of M/Ss. (Qty)

2,200

**/B

Mostly post-1980 Australian accumulation many in larger blocks still in original PO bags, a few booklets, M/Ss,
packs & PSEs, also modern Fiji noted 1993 Air Force M/S x20 & 1996 China Philatelic Exhibition M/S x95, GB, India,
Malaysia & Singapore, New Zealand, Spain, etc, thematic interest. (1000s)

400

**/*OC

Six large cartons of albums, boxes & loose with stockbooks with modern mint including Australia, GB, Israel, NZ,
Pacific Islands, Singapore, Switzerland, USA, etc plus range of packs, special issues & FDCs, much in envelopes,
plenty of thematic interest & substantial face value. (1000s)

600

A

Ex Lot 856

856

**/*/O

Two cartons of British Commonwealth up to 1980s mostly KGVI & QEII mixed */** with many complete sets
including Pacific Islands, South Atlantic & BAT, also some earlier singles & part-sets noted Burma KGV 'SERVICE'
overprints on India set to 5r *, Gambia QV Cameos to 1/- *, Newfoundland Caribou set *, Papua Lakatois range, GB
QEII unmounted with Machins range mint & used, lots of thematic interest. (1000s)

750

858

**/*/O/C

Modern mint accumulation including 1981 Royal Wedding collections in albums including M/Ss, gutter strips &
booklets, 1980s Norfolk & Pitcairn Islands, Seychelles, Solomon Islands, Tuvalu, etc with many in blocks of 4 & lots
of thematic interest, some used in albums & loose including Australia, plus FDCs from Australia, GB, Solomons etc,
& bundle of recent mail with values to $2, condition mixed but mostly fine. (Qty)

400

871

**O/L

Consignment remainders with a modest Indian collection, an album of Nauru blocks of 4, Norfolk self-adhesives
large blocks, range of Tasmanian cds on Pictorials including a superb 'BLESSINGTON UPPER' (rated RR), also
some early editions of "Australian Stamp Monthly" plus 1980s "The Australian Philatelist" (an excellent publication).

250

872

**/*

British Commonwealth in 40 albums & stockbooks some KGV & KGVI but strength in QEII to late 1990s with minor
duplication, including long sets, M/Ss, booklets, self-adhesives & imperfs, noted 1948 Silver Wedding pairs x27,
some Australia & GB plus worldwide with UN Flags sheetlets, lots of thematic interest in Flora & Fauna, Transport,
Sport, Royalty, etc, the majority unmounted, enormous catalogue/face value. (1000s)

2,000

873

C

Worldwide First Day Covers accumulation with lots of thematic interest including extensive Canada range 1940s modern, GB 1970s-90s, UN with Sterling Silver medals, Russia 1980 Olympics, Flora & Fauna of the World in 17
albums, 1977 Jubilee & 1978 Anniversary omnibus issues, WWF Nature in quantity, a few mint stamps also. (1000s)

300
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Lot

Type Grading Description

874

**/*/O

Enormous accumulation mostly on hundreds of Hagner pages but also old "Globe" albums etc, noted Austria,
China with some Cultural Revolution, France with imperfs & small Ceres study, GB from QV 6d Embossed to modern
**, Hong Kong with $2 Stamp Duty pair on document, New Zealand, Pacific Islands, USA, etc, etc, a few classics but
strength in modern with lots of thematic interest, leave plenty of time to view and bring a ute! (1000s)

Est $A

1,000

877

**/OBC

World accumulation including GB "Penny Black" x6, British & French Antarctic Territories, lots set out on Hagner
pages including booklets, M/Ss and self-adhesives, others loose in bags, FDCs for World Wildlife Fund, WIPA 1981
etc in albums, lots of thematic interest, condition mixed but mostly fine. (1000s)

400

886

**

A

Africa imperforate miniature sheets 1970s-1980s including Olympic Games x28 (some with Winners overprints),
Soccer x16 (some with Winners overprints), Flight x7, etc, unmounted. No reserve! (69 M/Ss)

100

888

**/C

A

Postal Administration presentation albums with stamps, M/Ss and some FDCs including China PRC 2008
Olympics three different books and 1999 2000 & 2007 yearbooks, USA 1996 yearbooks x2, Great Britain Millennium
Stamps book, Hong Kong 2000 annual stamp pack plus a few more and some loose items. (100s)

150

THEMATICS & SUBJECTS
892

**

893

C

894

A

Complete imperforate sheets of Birds, Fish, Buterflies, Flowers, Olympics etc from Cuba, Azerbaijan, Cambodia,
Laos etc, some inscribed 'SAHARA OCC/RASD' (Western Sahara??), unmounted. (46 sheets + some blocks &
untrimmed M/Ss)

400

Ex Lot 893

AVIATION PHOTOGRAPHS: c.1950s extensive collection of black & white photographs - mostly quarto size - from
primitive machines to the "Comet" jetliner including many of flying boats & some really odd contraptions, most with
identifiers on the reverse including a great many with company cachets of BOAC, Imperial, Curtiss, Wright, de
Havilland, Lockheed, Boeing, Sabena etc, generally very fine. A terrific lot for the aviation enthusiast. (many 100s)

1,000

*C

ROCKET MAIL: Mostly European collection of 1934-60s covers from Austria, Belgium, France & the Netherlands,
plus vignettes including M/Ss & a few tête-bêche, generally very fine. No reserve. (60)

150

895

**/*C

SCOUTING: World collection of Scouts & Guides in nine albums, mostly modern but some earlier issues including
pre-WWII items, numerous imperf stamps & M/Ss noted, a very high proportion is unmounted; the extensive
Australian section includes illustrated covers for 1934 Frankston, 1936 SA Corroboree & 1957 Greenbanks (Qld), two
plain covers for 1938 Bradfield (NSW); also some early British PPCs, Jamboree souvenirs, unused Scouting
letterheads etc; generally very fine. (Qty)

2,500

896

**/*CPS A/A-

- Worldwide mostly post-WWII stamps & covers etc in ten albums, pickings including 1936 SA Centenary Corroboree
registered cover, meter cancels including illustrated types, lots of M/Ss. (Qty)

200

897

P

A

- Aitutaki 1983 Scouting 75th Anniversary M/S imperforate progressive colour proofs, unmounted. (5)

300T

898

**C

A

SPACE: Colourful three volume collection with lots of better issues including from French Antarctic, Djibouti,
Maldives, Vietnam, etc, lots of M/Ss, virtually all unmounted, STC £2000+; plus some covers. (many 100s)

900

A

Ex Lot 895
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ANTARCTICA
953

**C

A

AUSTRALIAN: Basic collection to 2008 plus an array of mostly unaddressed FDCs & commemorative covers.

150

BELGIUM

960

Ex Lot 960

Selection of better issues including 1912 Albert 5fr with Sunday Label, 1922-27 Definitives 5fr & 10fr, 1931 Anti-TB,
1932 Infantry Memorial, 1934 Leopold, 1952 Thurn & Taxis, 1952 Cultural Fund 4fr & 8fr with '+9fr' labels, etc;
Miniature Sheets - the stamps unmounted - 1924 Exhibition, 1930 Exhibition, 1931 Soldiers' Fund, 1957 Antarctic
Expedition & 1960 Refugees (**); Newspaper Railways 1928 & 1929 sets; etc, plus three pages of booklet stamps
with advertising labels or tête-bêche pairs; also Belgian Congo 1918 Surcharges; some blemishes & hinge
remainders but generally very fine. (160 + 13 M/Ss)

750

1900s-2008 collection with sparse earlies mostly used, mint from 1960-80 then apparently complete ** including
M/Ss, sheetlets, booklets, etc on Schaubek pages (empty 2009-16 pages also) & loose, lots of thematic interest &
substantial face value. (1000s)

500

A

Complete sheets accumulation from 1970s to 2010+ including some sheetlets, panes & minisheets, some
duplication, values to $10, high thematic content, face value C$7500+. (1000s)

2,500

A

1970s sets including Fourth Five-Year Plan x2, Horses x2, Qi Baishi x2, Journey West, Opera Masks, Guilin
Landscapes, Lotus, Scientists & Suzhou Garden plus many others, some duplicates, singles & part-sets, also a few
packs & covers, unmounted, Cat US$2500+.

600

Collection including 1892 set used, a few Queens noted Crown overprint on 1d used & Terns, KGV 1919 overprints
Two-Perf Pairs *, New Zealand Postal Fiscals noted 'RARATONGA' Overprints 1921 & 1926 sets (couple with minor
faults), 1931 2/6d to £1 plus £5 with 'COOK/ISLANDS' Overprint, 1936 Cowan Paper set (4) all * then 1967 Decimal
Surcharges $2 $6 & $10 **, QEII earlies * then unmounted up to 1980s with some thematic interest, plus range of
Penrhyn Island overprints on New Zealand Pictorials, KEVII & KGV issues mostly *, generally fine. (100s)

500

*

CANADA
967

**/*OB

968

**

CHINA
985

**

COOK ISLANDS
990

**/*/O

FRANCE

1003 */**O

Ex Lot 1003

Bulging Schaubek album with useful earlies including 5fr grey (Brun guarantee h/s), Mersons with better values,
War Orphans 50c+50c * & 1922 Surcharges *, 1923 Bordeaux Congress (*, a little aged), better Sinking Funds (*),
1925 Paris Expo sheet (*, the stamps are unmounted), 1927 Strasbourg M/S (* with small faults but the stamps are
very fine unmounted), 1927 Airs (no gum), 1929 Le Havre Exposition (*, guarantee h/s), 1936 Airs set, 50fr
Banknote, South Atlantic Flight, 1937 Pexip M/S (VLMtd, the stamps are unmounted), 50fr Ader, then apparently
complete to 1977 (mostly mint with much unmounted), etc, some problems in the earlies but generally fine to very
fine. High catalogue value. (many 100s)

2,000
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1006

P

1007

**

A

Est $A

Packet of epreuves de luxe including several blocks of 4. Attractive. (32)

320

Oversize items including 1937 PEXIP M/S (small faults but the stamps are very fine **), 1942 Tricolour Legion
sheets of 25, 1943 Relief Fund sheet of five strips, 1949 Stamp Centenary two sheets with labels (one CTO), 1949
CITEX sheet of 10 (a bit aged), 1964 PIPEX sheet of 8 (toned) & another CTO, and a couple of "Cinderella" items,
unmounted. (14 items)

400

FRENCH COMMUNITY
1015

FRENCH POLYNESIA: Collection in album with a few 'TAHITI' Overprints; Oceanic Settlements Peace &
Commerce to 40c mint or used; Polynesia 1958-60 Pictorials mint & used, many better later issues postally used
plus 1971 & 1972 Artists FDCs; some quality issues but generally fine to very fine, Cat £3000+. (100s)

*/**OC

500

Ex Lot 1018

1018 *WOC

NEW CALEDONIA: Two volumes with a handy range of earlies including many unused multiples (no gum) & a few
very scarce used multiples, 1903 Anniversary mint or used to 75c, 1933 Paris-Noumea flight set mint or used,
'France Libre' values to 20fr (unused), later issues to 1999 mint or used + a few FDCs, condition variable especially
in the earlier material but generally fine to very fine, Cat £6000+; also a range of covers in very mixed condition.
(many 100s)

1,500

WEST GERMANY: Apparently complete mint &/or used to 2005 including M/Ss, mostly mint with better used sets
including 1949 1951 1952 1954 & 1955 Relief Funds, much of the later mint material is unmounted. High thematic
content. (100s)

400

A

- 1990s Commemoratives array of sheetlets, unmounted, STC $A3000. Face value stated to exceed Dm2000.

300

A

BERLIN: Mostly unmounted collection on Schaubek leaves including 1949 Red & Black Overprints (lightly mounted;
not guaranteed), UPU set (*) + extra 50pf 60pf & Dm2 **, Goethe, Berlin Relief Fund set & M/S, 1951 Bells with
Clapper to Right, 1952 Portraits, etc, 1966-90 issues apparently complete, Cat €3000+. (500+)

GERMANY
1036

1037

*/**O

**

1038 */**

Ex Lot 1038

750
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GERMANY - Occupied & Plebiscite Territories

1047 **

A

Lot 1047

WORLD WAR II GERMAN OCCUPATION ISSUES: Unmounted selection with Croatia blocks of 4 including
Revenues, M/Ss & 1943 Workers Day sheetlets (some toning); Serbia 1941 (June) 'SERBIA' Reading Downwards &
(Sep) Reading Upwards blocks of 4 plus annotated varieties, 1941 (July) Airmail blocks of 4 & set of Surcharges,
1942 Postage Due blocks of 4, etc; Lubiana 5-Line Overprint Doubled on 2d & Laibach Overprints; and Slovakia
1944 Children M/S; generally very fine, Cat £2250+ plus the Double Overprint & Revenues.

600

GIBRALTAR
1054

**

A

1953-2015 Issues apparently complete including M/Ss & a few extras, unmounted, STC £2000 approximately.

800

1055

**

A

1990-2006 Miniature Sheets/Sheetlets bundle, minor duplication, STC £1600+. Face value £330+.

200

GREAT BRITAIN
1073

1075

**

**

A

A

1971-95 Decimal Issues including "Smilers" booklets & some Regionals, plus Guernsey, Jersey & Isle of Man, all
complete including Postage Dues plus most 1996 issues, in five expensive Davo boxed hingeless albums,
unmounted. Thematics Central! (many 100s)

2,000

JERSEY: 1970s-2000 unmounted accumulation including apparently complete collection from 1981 with many
duplicates, then extensive range of small sheets (mostly 20s; some 10s) from 1978 onwards, also minisheets &
booklets, plus two albums of Isle of Man, lots of thematic interest, face value £1800+. (1000s)

500

Collection in five large German albums with strong coverage from 1874 to 1989, missing the key issues & M/Ss but
with plenty of useful singles & sets plus "Back of the Book" issues, some postmark interest in the earlier period,
generally fine to very fine, STC $A5000 approximately. (100s)

400
600

HUNGARY
1086

*/**O

1088

**

A

1961-86 Miniature Sheets & kleinbogen (= sheetlets of 4 stamps) perforated & imperforate array, unmounted.
Priced to sell for $3000. Another exceptional thematic lot.

1089 **

A

1962-87 Collection of perf & imperf issues including se-tenants & M/Ss, unmounted. Priced to sell for $2000. (100s)

Ex Lot 1089

400
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IRELAND
1094

**/*OB

1920s-2008 collection on Schaubek pages, sparse used to 1940s then reasonably complete from 1970s onwards
unmounted mint including M/Ss, sheetlets, booklets, etc, lots of thematic interest & substantial face value. (Qty)

400

Miniature Sheets comprising 1948 Red Cross (no gum, as issued), National Parks 1954 Jo-Shin-Etsu (*), 1955
Rikuchu Kaigan (**), 1955 Chichibu-Tana (**) & 1956 Saikai (**), also 1950s-1960s unmounted sheetlets including
some Ryukyus, high thematic content, STC £1100+.

400

ISRAEL: 1948-2016 collection with a few used earlies then mint from 1950 most with tabs and apparently complete
** from 1976 onwards on Schaubek pages including M/Ss, sheetlets, booklets, framas, peel & stick, etc, plus modern
extras loose in bags, lots of thematic interest. (Qty)

400

- Collection to 1991 in ten Lindner albums, First Coins & 1948 Dues used without tabs, Tabul M/S ** & FDC, 1948 &
1949 New Year sets with full tabs ** & used, 1949 Flag & Petach Tikva tabs right & left both ** & used, 1950 UPU &
Second Coins tête-bêche gutter pairs used, Independence Day pair **, Negev Camel ** & used, 1951 National Fund
(3) ** & used, 1952 Menorah ** then apparently complete unmounted & used from 1953 with extras including 1961
Zodiac sheetlets CTO, 1963 Hunger tête-bêche sheetlet **, booklet CTO & "Heart of Sheet" FDC etc, plus later
issues to 1997 **/CTO/FDC loose with M/S & sheetlets, thematic interest & considerable face value, condition
generally fine, Bale US$4000+ just for those mentioned. (1000s)

800

JAPAN
1107

*/**

A

MIDDLE EAST
1126

1127

**/*/O

**/O/C

NEW HEBRIDES (British)
1164

*/**OC

English issues with many better items/sets plus some useful covers including 1909 registered to France with
Overprints on Fiji 1/-, 1912 registered to GB, 1924 registered to Victoria with Surcharges, 1946 commercial airmail to
Jersey with 1938 5c 30c & 1fr, etc, also 10 philatelic aerogrammes with various cancels, condition variable.

400

NEW ZEALAND
1166

**/*/O

1900s-2009 collection on Seven Seas pages with sparse earlies mostly used then mint from 1940s noted range of
Health M/Ss mostly unmounted, apparently complete ** from late-1960s including sheetlets, booklets, etc plus 1990s
& 2000s duplicates loose in bags, also Ross Dependency & a few Lighthouses, lots of thematic interest & substantial
face value. (Qty)

500

1167

**/*/O/C

Mint & used accumulation including 1959-79 Health M/Ss, a few Revenues & Cinderellas, Flight Covers noted
1930s autographed & 1940 Trans-Pacific postcard at 2/4d rate, FDCs, etc, also Pacific Islands with Pitcairn Islands
1940-83 almost complete mint (** from 1970) & similar 1940-73 used, Samoa 1963-86 apparently complete **,
Tokelau booklets in quantity, batch of covers with Tonga Tin Can Mail, Campbell Paterson loose-leaf (1987) & Penny
Dominion book. (100s)

400

1194

**

1978-2000 Collectors Packs (not a full set but some duplicated) and Yearbooks 1984-88, 1990, 1993 & 1999, also
some larger blocks noted $1 & $2 Pictorials x10 each, thematic interest & considerable face value.

400

A

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
1257

**

A

Blocks of 4 with some earlier imprint blocks to 3/-, 10/- Rabaul & £1 Queen, £sd Birds, Decimals apparently
complete to 1982, all those we checked are unmounted. (100s)

400

Six volume collection including Michel #1, WWI Overprints on Germany including used Postal Cards, 1919
Definitives mint imperf set, issues 1920-86 largely complete mint - much unmounted - or CTO but missing most of the
M/Ss, generally very fine, high thematic content, STC $A6500+. (Qty)

500

POLAND
1265

*OC

SWITZERLAND

Ex Lot 1323
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SWITZERLAND
1323 */**OC

1863-2000 two volumes collection with many better issues including 1919 Airs mint (not expertised), 1945 Pax set
used, M/Ss including 1940 National Fete CTO, 1945 Basel Dove CTO, 1948 IMABA * & CTO, 1951 LUNABA **,
1955 Lausanne **, early Pro Juventute sets, tete-beche booklet pairs & panes, Officials, League of Nations
Overprints, a selection of mostly philatelic covers but including 1924 Rolex Watch Co 'Begleitadresse' card to NSW
with 1fr 3fr & 5fr, generally very fine. A very attractive collection. (many 100s)

1,000

New York Issues 1951-91 complete in Lindner pages & albums with the first few years * then unmounted from 1955
10th Anniversary M/S onwards & used/CTO from 1984, Geneva issues 1969-91 ** & used/CTO, Vienna issues
1979-91 ** & used/CTO, Souvenir Folders & FDCs from 1970s onwards, plus later issues to 1997 **/CTO loose with
Year Sets & FDCs, three albums of Flag Series singles, multiples & sheetlets **/CTO, also Belgium 1958 World's
Fair UN Pavilion set ** & CTO, France UNESCO issues & UNTEA overprints on Netherlands New Guinea set (19) **,
two Lindner binders in original boxes, lots of thematic interest. (1000s)

400

UNITED NATIONS
1332

**/*VC

A

